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BRAC 2005 
Technical Joint Cross-Service Group (TJCSG) 

Meeting Minutes of November 17,2003 

Dr. Ron Sega, Director, Defense Research and Engineering chaired this meeting. 
The list of attendees is attached. 

Dr. Sega opened the meeting by thanking the TJCSG team for its hard work. He 
then asked Dr. Jim Short to give an update on the status of the TJCSG capacity data 
questions and the final report. Dr. Short stated that the TJCSG submitted the questions to 
the Data Standardization Team on November 14,2003. He noted that the natural 
resources questions were either covered in the range questions or will be addressed as 
part of the military value data call. He also stated that the T&E questions had been 
consolidated into one test resource question. Dr. Short stated that the TJCSG needed to 
submit a final TJCSG capacity report to the ISG. He said he was finalizing the report to 
ensure that it contained the formulas that will be used to calculate capacity. 

Dr. Sega then turned the meeting over to Mr. Peter Potochney. Mr. Potochney 
briefed the TJCSG on military value (see attached briefing slides). Mr. Potochney made 
the following points during his briefing: 

Because the military value analysis involves ranking facilities that support technical 
functions, the data involved is extremely sensitive and must be protected accordingly 
Selection criteria are deliberately broad to give maximum flexibility to the Military 
Departments and the JCSGs in applying the criteria in their military value data call 
In prior BRAC rounds, the JCSGs did not conduct military value analysis, they only 
conducted functional analysis 
Aspects of criteria six through eight (impact criteria) that do affect military value 
such as encroachment should be brought into the design of the military value data call 
Military judgment can be used (and documented) throughout the process to determine 
what attributes of a facility are the most critical to military value of the facility-the 
attributes can be tied to both current requirements and hture capabilities that the 
facilities need to support (e.g. directed energy) 
Do not dilute the importance of critical attributes and metrics by having so many 
metrics and questions that the value of each metric or attribute is reduced 
Completing the military value scoring plan before the data call is issued is critical 
Some options for developing a scoring plan for the military value data are deriving a 
score based on 1) the groups military judgment and experience, 2) published 
standards, or 3) a straightforward calculation in which the largest size may become 
the standard against which the others are measured. For instance, if the longest 
runway is 15,000 feet then 15,000 feet becomes the denominator and each runway 
smaller is assigned a percent score calculated against the standard. 
Using the definitions provided in the briefing helps the group avoid wasting limited 
amount of time debating terms 
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After Mr. Potochney's presentation, Mr. A1 Shaffer distributed briefing slides that 
described an approach for getting the TJCSG on track to develop its military value data 
call. For the military value data call the TJCSG worlung groups will be actively 
involved. The next key step is the TJCSG off-site scheduled for December 2 and 3. 

Signed: 
Mr. A1 Shaffer 
Chairman, Capabilities Integration Team 

Approved: c 

Dr. Ronald Sega / 
Chairman, Technical Joint Cross- 
Service Group 

Attachments: 
1. List of Attendees 
2. Briefing slides entitled "BRAC 2005 Military Value Analysis Training Module" 

dated 17 November 2003. 
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